
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Its back! As we have officially kicked into the golf season and scores can now be posted it was about time we shook the cobwebs 
off the scouting report and get it back on the road. A couple of early things this year to note – there was no warning letter of wide 
scale damage from winter kill which I think everyone will have appreciated, but the fact we haven’t had a harsh winter does leave 
us open to potential for problems popping up earlier this year. We hope everyone has had a good winter and that snow mold 
pressure did not leave a mark despite a somewhat mixed thought process on reapplication after a wet December. Generally the 1st 
application held up but at the golf house there was one green that did not hold up through the pressure and damage is still 
evident.  
 
To date spring has been generally favorable, while there has not been a quick jump on temperatures it has not been extremely cold 
and wet either (Hopefully this doesn’t jinx it). Golf activity certainly is starting to gain steam and some sites have been reportedly 
very busy. It is still spring so potential for extreme temperature swings and events are to be expected. Some evidence of 
microdochium re-firing has arisen as well as delays due to frost which have been numerous with the chilly mornings.  
 
Hopefully everyone has a great year and a trouble free summer of fast smooth and healthy turfgrass.  
 
Climate: 
As we get our data back up and running we will give you a full roundup next week for the winter and hopefully our system will 
cooperate for the most recent data also. Climatically we have had a mild winter with El Nino having an impact here in the Midwest 
and in some ways a concerning one as there may not have been as successful a winter kill as normal.  
 
http://www.sws.uiuc.edu/atmos/statecli/elnino/elnino.htm  
http://mrcc.isws.illinois.edu/pubs/docs/EN-GL-Feb2016.pdf 
 
The potential for earlier activity from the pest front has been enhanced and many courses will have made pre-emergent control 
applications already as well as first applications of proxy-primo seed head regulation. The extra warmth we saw in February and 
March means that we may be 2 weeks ahead of normal for many situations and that may be good and bad – if we stay in a gradual 
warm up pattern I would expect a happier situation rather than roller coaster temperatures with outbreaks of heavy rain. 
 
http://mrcc.isws.illinois.edu/pubs/docs/EN-GL-Feb2016.pdf  
 
Conditions have been favorable for some grass growth and in particular poa activity as many courses have mowed and collected 
some heavy clippings already. Earthworms have also been noticeable in many situations I have seen so far as the moisture has 
driven them up to the soil surface. Soils have not dried out completely yet and so heavy cart traffic will leave a strong mark if it 
continues without turf recovery. 
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Disease: 
 
In general snow mold issues were the main result from the mild winter and even then they didn’t seem to have a large scale 
impact. For those that made a second application in the fall there was some justification in some sites for that application – the 
practice green at the golf house received only one treatment and we certainly saw some breakthrough (Picture 1). Further to that 
our trial at Cog Hill which looked at whether to mow or not mow prior to the second application indicated there was no difference 
regardless of treatment or mowing – which is something to use going forward if that decision plays a role regarding labor and 
timing of a second spray if needed. 
 

 
Picture 1. Snow mold activity on the practice green at the golf house which received one treatment in the fall of 2015. 
 
Insects: 
 
Activity has not been noted anywhere but with standing water already evident expect that to change. Earthworms are again active 
and either use of topdressing or possibly tea saponins may offer a sustainable and long term solution to the issue – other options 
exist but they may not be appropriate.  
 
Weeds: 
 
Winter annuals are starting to shake themselves out and don’t be surprised to see chickweed and henbit appear rapidly. If no fall 
weed control applications were made then certainly don’t be flabbergasted if there is an early rush of emergence after the 
temperatures we have had which will not have limited activity for very long. Forsythia has bloomed at the Golf House (Picture 2) 
and so the GDD tracker is right on the money once again for timing of control applications. Areas that need to be seeded should 
have received the seed by now if you are on the verge of the pre-emergent application also. 
 



 
Picture 2. Forsythia is considered an excellent phenotypical guide for making pre-emergent summer annual turfgrass weed control 
applications 
 
Management strategy: 
 
It is that time of year where certain cultivars of bentgrass and bluegrass will start to feel the effects of the warmth and cold air as 
the spring progresses, to that end you may see some patches turning ‘brown’ and have some concern in regards to turf health 
(Picture 3). The issue is related to light intensity and cold temperatures and so it’s not a disease issue and it’s not related to a 
fertility issue. It may require some closer inspection to see this coloring but it should be pretty obvious if you get down on your 
knees to take a look. 
 

 
Picture 3. (L) Purple colors on tissue up close (R) From a distance it may look like leaf spot or similar 



 
Wrapping up the shortened version to start the season the beady eyes of our ever intelligent readers need to get their thinking 
caps on and tell me why is grass yellow in this picture? Answers to enangle@cdga.org 
 
Mr. Sam sand Mr. Ziegler should be enjoying their prizes from as I write this.  
 

 
 

 

 
 

Dr. Lee Miller’s most recent scouting report is available here; If you are further south this is certainly relevant and for 
superintendents in Chicago this is generally 2-3 weeks ahead of us – so a good planner! 

 
http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/2016/update03_29_16.cfm 

 

Questions or complaints – don’t hesitate to contact us!  

Ed Nangle PhD 
Director of Turfgrass Programs 
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C 630.423.1925 
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